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Abstract: The overlapping community detection algorithm divides social networks into multiple
overlapping parts, and members can belong to multiple communities at the same time. Although
the overlapping community detection algorithm can help people understand network topology, it
exposes personal privacy. The BIH algorithm is proposed to solve the problem of personal privacy
leaks in overlapping areas. However, some specific members in overlapping areas do not want to be
discovered to belong to some specific community. To solve this problem, an overlapping community
hiding algorithm based on multi level neighborhood information (MLNI) is proposed. The MLNI
algorithm defines node probability of community based on multi-layer neighborhood information.
By adjusting the probability of the target node belonging to each community, the difference between
the probability that the target node belongs to outside and inside the target community is maximized.
This process can be regarded as an optimization problem. In addition, the MLNI algorithm uses the
genetic algorithm to find the optimal solution, and finally achieves the purpose of moving the target
node in the overlapping area out of a specific community. The effectiveness of the MLNI algorithm
is demonstrated through extensive experiments and baseline algorithms. The MLNI algorithm
effectively realizes the protection of personal privacy in social networks.

Keywords: community hiding; overlapping community; community detection; community deception;
social network

1. Introduction

There are various complex networks in the real world, which can be abstracted into
a graph. For example, social networks [1,2] can be abstracted into an undirected graph.
The nodes in the graph represent users, and the links represent the relationship between
users. As an important tool for discovering graph structures, the community detection
algorithm [3,4] has been applied in many fields, such as social networks [1,2], biological
networks [5], power networks [6], and financial networks [7], etc. However, with the
research of community detection algorithm, the problem of the privacy leak brought by
it has also attracted people’s attention [8,9]. For example, by analyzing the topology of
the Facebook social network and the attributes of some Facebook users, we can not only
understand the social situation of these users, but also mine some private information of
these users.

To address these privacy leak issues, the community hiding algorithm has been
proposed and studied as a symmetry problem of community detection [10,11]. Community
hiding [12–17] uses a symmetry strategy of community detection to modify the network
structure as little as possible, and realizing the hiding of target nodes, target communities,
or the overall community structure. For the research on community hiding work, the
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current community hiding algorithms focus on the non-overlapping communities, and the
overlapping community hiding is just the beginning.

In our society, the individual can belong to multiple communities at the same time [18].
For example, one can join the badminton team and the table tennis team at the same time. If
this man does not want his social relations to be discovered by detection algorithms to join
the badminton team, he needs to use an overlapping hiding algorithm to hide his social
relations. Therefore, the research of overlapping community hiding is of great importance.
Liu et al. [19] studied overlapping community hiding for the first time, and proposed the
overlapping community hiding algorithm BIH, which realized the purpose of moving the
target node out of the overlapping area. However, some members in overlapping areas
want to hide their identity of specific community. For example, in a social network, a person
belongs to multiple communities at the same time, but he does not want it to be discovered
that he belongs to a specific community. Therefore, an overlapping community hiding
method based on multi-level neighborhood information (MLNI) is proposed. It achieves
the purpose of moving specific nodes in overlapping areas out of specific communities by
modifying the network structure as little as possible.

There are three difficulties encountered in designing the MLNI algorithm. The first
one is how to reconstruct the network topology discovered by the overlapping community
detection algorithm. To address it, this paper designs a method based on multi-layer
neighborhood information to calculate the probability that a node belongs to a community,
and reconstructs the community topology by adding certain constraints. The second is
what kind of constraints to add. If a node belongs to a community, the probability of
it belonging to this community should be greater than that of other communities, and
the probability of nodes in the overlapping area belonging to each community should
be similar. This paper uses the above information to establish constraints on the node
probability calculation method, and uses gradient descent algorithm to obtain the weights
of each layer’s neighborhood, that is, the hidden embedding of each layer’s neighborhood.
The third problem is how to choose the optimal combination of adding and removing links.
This is essentially an optimization problem. This paper uses the genetic algorithm [20–22]
to find the optimal solution, and then finds the most suitable combination to modify, so as
to achieve the purpose of moving the target node out of the target community.

For the study of the hidden problem of overlapping communities, our work makes
the following contributions:

• We propose a new hiding algorithm that moves target nodes in overlapping areas out
of a specific community.

• We introduce the probability of a node belonging to a community and change the
probability by selecting appropriate links to operate.

• We conduct multiple experiments on five real social networks and compare the per-
formance of the proposed hidden algorithm against four well-known overlapping
community detection algorithms.

The rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the related work by community
detection algorithms and community hiding algorithms. Section 3 proposes and analyzes
the MLNI algorithm. In Section 4, the hidden effect of NPA is experimentally evaluated on
several real networks. Section 5 concludes the NPA and outlines the future work.

2. Related Work
2.1. Community Detection

Community detection algorithms divide the network into multiple sub-structures
through specific rules, which helps us better understand the community structure. In
addition, it can be divided into overlapping community detection algorithms and non-
overlapping community detection algorithms.

In the community structure divided by the non-overlapping community detection
algorithm [23–28], each node can only belong to one community. Common non-overlapping
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community detection algorithms include: Walktrap [29], GN algorithm [30], Infomap [31],
GRE [32], Spinglass algorithm [33], etc.

The overlapping community detection [34] algorithm allows a node to belong to multi-
ple communities at the same time. Common overlapping community detection algorithms
include: CONGA [17], DEMON [35], CPM [36], LinkCoMM [37], UMSTMO [38], etc. The
DEMON algorithm is a simple local-first community detection method that is proposed by
Coscia. The LinkCoMM algorithm is a similarity division of links method that is proposed
by Ahn et al. With a high degree of time complexity, the CPM algorithm uses the method
of searching for the smallest clique in the neighborhood, finding the community structure
composed of multiple overlapping and connected communities. The UMSTMO algorithm
provides methods to explore the union of all Maximum Spanning Trees (UMST) and model
the strength of links between nodes.

2.2. Community Hiding

Community hiding is a symmetry problem of community detection. It refers to
hiding the network structure through specific strategies to avoid detection by community
detection algorithms. Community hiding algorithms can be divided into non-overlapping
community hiding algorithms and overlapping community hiding algorithms.

At present, the research on community hiding algorithms focuses on non-overlapping
communities. Nagaraja [39] first introduced the community hiding problem, which did
not attract attention at the time. With the in-depth discussion of the hidden scientific and
practical significance of the community by Waniek et al. [12], the research had gradually at-
tracted attention, and achieved certain research results, such as Ds algorithm [13], Q-Attack
algorithm [14], REM [15], EPA algorithm [16], and so on. Waniek’s algorithm and Q-Attack
algorithm are based on modularity. Liu et al. [15] constructed information entropy based
on the community to depict the community structure problem and identified the link that
is most needed to be increased through the entropy residual error minimization (REM) al-
gorithm to realize the global community hiding of the network. Chen et al. [16] constructed
a formal representation based on node attacks and proposed the evolutionary perturbation
attack (EPA) algorithm to realize the microcommunity hiding target. Chen et al. [40] de-
fined a new community safety evaluation method to realize community hiding, which has
a good effect.

However, it is very common for individuals to belong to multiple communities in a
social network, so the study of overlapping community hiding has practical significance.
Liu et al. [19] proposed BIH to move the target node out of the overlapping area, so as to
achieve the purpose of hiding the target node, which is also our research orientation. The
BIH algorithm moves the target node from the overlapping area to the target community.
However, we study from other perspectives, aiming to move the target node out of a
specific community, and the target node may still be in the overlapping area after being
hidden.

3. Methods
3.1. Problem Formulation

An undirected graph G = (V, E) is used to represent a social network, which consists
of a set of nodes V = {v1, v2, v3, . . . , vN} and a set of links E = {e1, e2, e3, . . . , eM}, where
a node represents an individual, and a link represents a social relationship between two
connected nodes. There are N nodes and M links in the network G. Assume some overlap-
ping community detection algorithm can partition the network into a set of communities,
where each community may have nodes that overlap with other communities. The detected
community structure represents C = {C1, C2, C3, . . . , CK}, where Ci ⊆ V , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K},
and at least one pair of i and j between 1 and K satisfies Ci ∩ Cj 6= Ø.

If target node n is simultaneously included in several communities (C1, C2, C3, . . . , CP)
after the overlapping community detection, we call node n as being in the overlapping area
of ∩C{1,2,...,P}, which can also be represented by the notation of n ∈ ∩C{1,2,...,P} , and Ci is a
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specific target community, which represents the community where n is currently located
and is to be removed. The purpose of MLNI is to move the target node n out of a specific
community Ci, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , P}. For the link addition operation in the execution
process of MLNI, it is represented as E+, and the link deletion operation is represented
as E−. Table 1 shows detailed description of some symbols.

Table 1. Symbols used in this paper.

Symbol Definition

G = (V, E) original network with nodes V , links E.
C the communities discovered by some community detection algorithms of G.

E+, E− stands for adding and removal links in network.
n the target node
Ci the target community

∩C{1,2,...,P} the set of nodes in the overlapping area of community C1, C2, . . . , Cp
ψ the propagation function

Wi the weight of each layer
σ the aggregation function

Ci(hn) the probability of node n belonging to community Ci
Ni(n) the neighbors of node n
deg(n) the degree of node n

Cother(hn) the probability that node n belongs to other communities except the target community

3.2. Overlapping Community Hiding Algorithm Based on Multi Level Neighborhood Information

The MLNI algorithm adjusts the probability that the target node belongs to the target
community, so that the detection algorithm detects that the target node belongs to other
communities (excluding target communities). Figure 1 shows an example of applying
MLNI to move the individual out of the target community. For network G, we can obtain
its community structure through the overlapping community detection algorithm (such
as CPM [36], LinkCoMM [37], UMSTMO [38], and DEMON [35]). Assume that the red
marked target node is in the overlapping area. The purpose of NPA is to move the target
node out of a specific target community. The target community removed by the target node
is the social relationship that the user does not want to be discovered. According to the
combination of links obtained by the algorithm, after deleting or adding some connections,
the detection algorithm is used to detect the updated network, and the target community
does not contain the target node.

Figure 1. Application of an MLNI algorithm to hide an example of target nodes in overlapping areas.
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The realization of the pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Overlapping community hiding method based on Multi-Level Neighborhood
Information (MLNI).
Input: Network G, T, Target node n, PopSize, Generation;
Output: Updated Network G′;

C← getCommunities(G);
[n1, n2, . . . , np]← getNodesInOverlappingArea(C);

if n ∈ [n1, n2, . . . , np] then
[C1, C2, . . . , CK]← getCommunitiesOfNode(C, n);
Ci ← ChooseTargetCommunity();
W ← GetWeightOfCommunity([C1, C2, . . . , CK])
C(h(n))← GetProbability(n, [C1, C2, . . . , CK])
ParentPop← Inatialization(G, PopSize, T);
while i < Generation do

SelectedPop← Selection(ParentPop, PopSize);
CrossoverPop← Crossover(SelectedPop, PopSize, T);
OffspringPop← Elistism(MutationPop, ParentPop);
ParentPop← OffspringPop;
i← i + 1;

end
G′ ← Update G;
end

3.3. Probability (the Node Belongs to the Community)

In the MLNI community hiding algorithm, the probability of the node in the commu-
nity is defined by using multi-layer neighborhood information of the node. Assuming that
a target node n is selected from the network, the community Ci to which it belongs can be
determined by the overlapping community detection method.

The formula for calculating the probability that node n belongs to the community Ci is
as follows:

Ci(hn) = σ(∑ Wi ∑
v∈Ni(n)

ψ(Ci(hv))), (1)

where σ is the aggregation function; the function tanh is selected to aggregate the informa-
tion transmitted by the nodes in the neighborhood; ψ is the propagation function, which is
used to calculate the amount of information transmitted by a single node in the neighbor-
hood. In our algorithm, we define ψ = Ci(hv)/deg(v), where deg(v) is degree of node v ,
and Ci(hv) is the probability of node v in the community Ci. Wi is a vector representing the
weight of each level. If Wi is less than 0, it is meaningless, so the value must be greater than
0. Ni(n) represents the ith level neighbor node of n.

3.4. Restrictions

The MLNI algorithm obtains the value of Wi by reconstructing the known community
structure, and the function needs to satisfy certain constraints during the reconstruction
process. If the node n is in the community Ci, the influence of the nodes in the community
Ci on n will be greater than that outside the community. For the nodes in the overlapping
area, the probability of belonging to each community should be similar, and, in order to
accurately describe the degree of similarity, this paper introduces a threshold variable α.
From the above discussion, the following constraints can be obtained:

Wi > 0
Ci(hn) > Ck/i(hn), Ck ∈ C
|Ci(hn)− Cj(hn)| < α, n ∈ Ci, Cj

(2)
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In the MLNI algorithm, it is hoped that the probability that the node n in the over-
lapping area belongs to each community is as close as possible. That is, |Ci(hn)− Cj(hn)|
is as small as possible, and at the same time, in order to improve the performance of the
algorithm, this paper sets the variable α to control the degree of similarity. The gradient
descent algorithm is a very widely used optimization algorithm in machine learning , which
is used to minimize (or maximize) the objective function. Although the optimal value
cannot be obtained in each iteration, the final result is near the global optimal solution.
Therefore, the MLNI algorithm chooses the gradient descent method, and at the same time
determines the value of Wi according to the constraints of Equation (2).

After determining the value of W, the probability of n belonging to each community
can be obtained by using Equation (1). This paper hopes to move the target node n out of
the target community Ci by adjusting the probability of n in different communities, that is,
to maximize the difference between the probability that the target node n belongs to the
target community and other communities. This is an optimization problem. Since the target
node may belong to more than two communities at the same time, we define the calculation
formula of the probability of n in other communities except the target community Ci as
shown in Equation (3):

Cother(hn) =
∑k∈overlap(n)/Ci

Ck(hn)

|overlap(n)| − 1
(3)

where Ck represents the other communities except the target community, and overlap(n)
represents the number of communities to which n belongs at the same time.

3.5. Optimization Algorithm GA

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a method of searching for the optimal solution, which
simulates the natural selection of Darwin’s theory of biological evolution and the biological
evolution process of genetic mechanism. Due to the good global optimization ability of the
genetic algorithm, it adopts a probabilistic optimization method, which can automatically
obtain and guide the optimized search space and adjust the search direction adaptively
when no rules need to be determined. Therefore, MLNI chooses the genetic algorithm as
the optimization algorithm, and its fitness function is as follows:

ρ = Cother(hn)− Ci(hn) (4)

The fitness function ρ is the difference between probability of nodes within and out of
the target community. The genetic algorithm is used to maximize ρ, so as to determine the
combination of adding and removing links.

The genetic algorithm selects the appropriate link for modification through the follow-
ing steps, and the specific implementation process is as follows:

Encoding: GA represents the solution data as chromosomes in the genetic space. In
this paper, the number of links added and deleted in each chromosome is not limited, while
the maximum length of the chromosome is fixed. We hope to use the smallest disturbance,
that is, the shortest gene length to achieve the purpose of moving the target node out of the
target community.

Initialization: The initial population is randomly generated. Each chromosome is
a combination of adding and deleting links, and the GA starts to iterate with these N
chromosomes as the initial point.

Selection: Selection reflects Darwin’s principle of survival of the fittest, and the next
generation of individuals is selected according to the principle of survival of the fittest. The
purpose of selection is to select excellent individuals from the current group so that they
have the opportunity to reproduce as parents. In real-world situations, individuals with
higher fitness have a greater chance of surviving and reproducing. In MLNI, the function
of Equation (4) is chosen as the loss function. After evaluating each individual, a method
of roulette selection is further used to select offspring. The individual selection probability
is as follows:
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P(i) =
ρ(i)

∑M
j=1(ρ(j))

(5)

where M is the number of chromosomes.
Crossover: Generally, chromosomes are of the same length and have been fixed

throughout evolution. However, in the MLNI, non-equal length crossover is used. During
the crossover process, the length of the chromosome can be changed, but the longest cannot
exceed the limited length, so that the optimal solution can be found with the smallest
budget. The specific steps are as follows: select two chromosomes Oi and Oj to form two
exchangeable genomes with additions and deletions. Eai and Edi represent the exchangeable
genomes added and deleted in Oi, and Eaj and Edj represent the exchangeable genomes in
Oj by additions and deletions. If the sum of the added and deleted values in chromosomes
Oi and Oj is greater than the maximum length of the chromosome, the number of crossover
genes is re-determined; otherwise, the crossover operation is performed.

Mutation: Because crossover cannot generate new individuals, which can only be
generated by mutation, it is mutation that prevents the solution from falling into local
optimum. In addition, the mutation probability is denoted by Pm. In this paper, a fixed Pm
is selected, and an appropriate Pm value is selected through testing.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets

In this experiment, we conducted experiments on five real data sets. A detailed
description of the datasets is as follows:

Football Network [30]: The network represents the 2000 season between American
soccer teams. Each node represents a college team, and each link between two nodes
represents at least one game between two teams.

Dolphin social network (Dolphins) [41]: It is documented over 7 years by lusseau et al.,
representing the social relationships of 62 dolphins in the New Zealand Gulf.

Karate Social Network [42]: This is a dataset of karate club memberships recorded by
Zachary, consisting of 34 nodes and 78 links.

Political Book Network (Political) [43]: The network consists of 105 nodes and 441 links,
in which each node in the network represents a book on a political topic, and the link
between the two books indicates that they were purchased by the same consumer.

Facebook [44]: It is a social network among users on Facebook, consisting of a Facebook
friend list. The basic attribute statistics of the dataset are shown in Table 2.

Email-Enron: Enron email communication network covers all the email communication
within a dataset of around half million emails. These data were originally made public, and
posted to the web, by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission during its investigation.

Table 2. Data set information.

Network Nodes Links Description

Football 1 115 613 American football teams
Karate 1 34 78 Zachary Karate’s Club
Dolphins 1 62 159 Dolphins association
Political 1 105 441 Books about US politics
Facebook 2 4390 88,243 Facebook social network
Email-Enron 2 36,693 183,831 Email communication network from Enron

1: http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/netdata accessed on 10 December 2020. 2: http://snap.stanford.edu/
data accessed on 10 December 2020.

To verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, we selected four classic overlapping
community detection algorithms, which are detailed as follows:

CPM [36]: The CPM algorithm was proposed by Palla in 2005 and was published in the
journal Nature. It uses the method of searching for the smallest clique in the neighborhood,

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/netdata
http://snap.stanford.edu/data
http://snap.stanford.edu/data
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and finds the community structure composed of multiple overlapping and connected
communities.

LinkCoMM [37]: It was proposed by Ahn and was published in Nature in 2010. The
algorithm uses hierarchical clustering with link (or link) similarity to build a dendrogram,
where each leaf is a link from the original network, while branches represent communities.
Then, the dendrogram is cut with a density function to obtain a community structure with
overlapping and hierarchical structures.

UMSTMO [38]: UMSTMO provides a new method to explore the union of all Maxi-
mum Spanning Trees (UMST) and model the strength of links between nodes. Furthermore,
each node in UMST is connected to its most similar neighbor. The model extracts local
communities for each node, and then combines the generated communities according to
the number of shared nodes.

DEMON [35]: This is a simple local-first community detection method capable of
revealing community structures in real complex networks. DEMON democratically allows
the community around each node to vote by using a label propagation algorithm; and
finally merges the local communities into a complete community structure.

SLPA [45]: SLPA is general framework to detect and analyze both individual overlap-
ping nodes and entire communities. In this framework, nodes exchange labels according to
dynamic interaction rules.

4.2. Evaluation Metric

The evaluation indicators for overlapping community detection algorithms include
ONMI, Omega Index, F-Score, and Precision. These indicators are used to evaluate the
network topology obtained by a detection algorithm. The purpose of MLNI algorithm is
to hide a node from a community. This has very little impact on the network topology,
especially on large datasets. The BIH algorithm proposes an evaluation method to evaluate
the hiding efficiency of node. However, the purpose of MLNI algorithm and BIH algorithm
is different. The MLNI algorithm is to move the target node out of the target community,
while the BIH algorithm is to move the target node from the overlapping area into the
target community. To evaluate the effectiveness of MLNI, we design an evaluation index a
to evaluate the hidden effect of MLNI, which can be calculated by Equation (6):

A(n, Ci) = (1−
∑i∈[C1,C2,...,Ck ]

|S(Ci)| − 1
|C1| − 1

|[C1, C2, . . . , Ck]|
)× (1− |On|

|Ci|
) (6)

where |S(Ci)| is the connected component of the target community Ci after the hidden
algorithm is executed; |Ci| is the number of nodes in the target community; {C1, C2, . . . , Ck}
is the community containing the target node n; and |On| is the number of nodes in the target
community that are still in the same community as node n after the hidden algorithm is
executed.The first part of the formula is to ensure the connectivity of the community after the
hiding algorithm is executed, and the second part is used to evaluate the efficiency of hiding.

The value range of A(n, Ci) is [0, 1]. The larger the value, the smaller the connection
between the target node and the target community. In other words, it means that the number
of nodes belonging to the same community in the target node and the target community is
less. The larger the value, the better the effect of MLNI, and the less likely it is to be hidden.
In particular, when A(n, Ci) is equal to 1, it means that the number of nodes in the same
community between the target node n and the target community after MLNI is executed is 0,
and it is removed from the target community. At this time, the hiding effect is the best.

4.3. Baseline Algorithms

In this study, two baseline methods were selected, namely random hiding strategy
(RH) and node degree-based hiding strategy (DH).

Random Hiding Strategy (RH): Randomly select a node u in the target community
Ci (there is a link between u and target node n), delete the link between u and n, and
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then randomly add links in other communities containing n. Although the RH is unstable,
it does not require prior knowledge of the community structure when operating. The
algorithm implementation pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Random hiding strategy.
Input: Network G, T, Target node n;
Output: Updated Network G′;

C← getCommunities(G);
[n1, n2, . . . , np]← getNodesInOverlappingArea(C);

if n ∈ [n1, n2, . . . , np] then
[C1, C2, . . . , CK]← getCommunitiesOfNode(C, n);
Ci ← ChooseTargetCommunity();
while T > 0 do

Nn
Ci
← getNonneighborSet(Ci, n);

u← RandomChooseNode(Nn
Ci

);
add link e(n, v) to E;
Cj ← getNeighborSet(Cj, n);
v← RandomChooseNode(Nn

Cj
);

remove link e(n, v) from E;
T = T − 1

end
G′ ← Update G;
end

Node degree-based hiding strategy (DH): In social activities, everyone has different
social relationships. Compared with nodes with relatively small degrees, individuals with
larger degrees have connections with individuals in the community. Different from the
RH algorithm, DH needs to understand the topology of the network in order to select the
node with the largest degree to add or delete links. The specific implementation is shown
in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Base-degree hiding strategy.
Input: Network G, T, Target node n;
Output: Updated Network G′;

C← getCommunities(G);
[n1, n2, . . . , np]← getNodesInOverlappingArea(C);

if n ∈ [n1, n2, . . . , np] then
[C1, C2, . . . , CK]← getCommunitiesOfNode(C, n);
Ci ← ChooseTargetCommunity();
while T > 0 do

Nn
Ci
← getNonneighborSet(Ci, n);

u← ChooseNodeBaseDegree(Nn
Ci

);
add link e(n, v) to E;
Cj ← getNeighborSet(Cj, n);
v← ChooseNodeBaseDegree(Nn

Cj
);

remove link e(n, v) from E;
T = T − 1

end
G′ ← Update G;
end
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4.4. Result Analysis

We used five famous social network datasets and four classical overlapping community
detection algorithms for experiments. The experimental results show that MLNI is effective
in hiding the target node from the target community, and it is detected that the target node
does not belong to the target community in most cases after using it. In addition, through
the experimental comparison, it can be found that, before and after MLNI is hidden, the
more complex communities have less obvious changes in the community structure, and it
also shows that MLNI can hide the target node by modifying the community structure as
little as possible.

Figure 2 shows the changes of the evaluation index A(n, Ci) on different social net-
works. In each subgraph, the values of evaluation index A(n, Ci) of three different hidden
algorithms are shown under different budgets. Through testing, it can be concluded that
MLNI can achieve relatively high A(n, Ci) values in most cases. In summary, it can be seen
that the performance of MLNI algorithm is better than other hidden methods.

In addition, we can observe that the CPM algorithm is very sensitive to the community
hiding algorithm, and only needs to modify a small number of links to achieve the hiding
effect. This is because CPM is an algorithm based on the minimum clique, and only needs to
cut off a small number of links to break the minimum clique structure, which in turn affects
the performance of the CPM overlapping community detection algorithm. As shown in the
figure, the RH algorithm exhibits strong randomness because it randomly selects links to
add or delete. The DH algorithm selects nodes according to degree to add or delete links.
Its efficiency on Footbook + CPM is better than MLNI, but, in most cases, it is contrary.
There are also some special cases where MLNI does not show a good hidden effect, such as
Political + LinkComm, Facebook + LinkComm.

Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. For different community detection algorithms and social networks, the change of A(n, Ci),
the T value is the total number of added and deleted links.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Based on the needs of special populations, we propose an overlapping community
hiding algorithm MLNI based on multi-layer neighborhood information. In reality, individ-
uals in overlapping areas need to avoid the discovery of information about their specific
communities. In this paper, the node probability is designed to calculate the probability that
a node belongs to a community in the network. In addition, the gradient descent method
is used to determine the weight vector Wi of each level and the probability that the node
belongs to each community. A genetic algorithm is used to find the optimal combination
of adding and removing links and generate a new network. In addition, the community
overlap detection algorithm to detect that the target node does not belong to the target
community under the new network. To evaluate the hidden effect of MLNI, the hidden
evaluation index A(n, Ci) is introduced. In addition, through a large number of experi-
ments, the effectiveness of MLNI in removing the target node from the target community
is proved. The MLNI algorithm effectively realizes the personal privacy protection for
overlapping community detection algorithms in a social network, and avoids the personal
privacy information being discovered by detection algorithms.

For the hidden work of overlapping communities, the proposed method is based on
the static overlapping community detection algorithm. In future work, we will extend the
original algorithm to adapt to the dynamic community detection algorithm. In addition,
we will also focus on personal privacy protection of overlapping community detection algo-
rithms. Compared with the hiding of nodes under overlapping communities, the hiding of
a single community is more challenging, and it can effectively prevent specific organizations
from being discovered, thereby avoiding the exposure of organizational structures.
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